Cargurus land cruiser

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Never could get a price
from them and now I'm getting daily text after telling them I'm not interested in doing business
with them. They didn't want to tell me the asking price, I kept insisting and they finally did. The
Toyota Land Cruiser has a long and venerable history. Orginally designed for military use, they
arrived in the U. However, it is still Toyota's best vehicle for off-road use. The first generation of
Land Cruisers were sold for nearly 20 years. Rugged and utilitarian, they were geared towards
off-roading enthusiasts, who enjoyed pushing their TLCs to the limit. Thus, the next generation
of TLCs included creature comforts like air conditioning and disc brakes. At the next redesign,
in , the Land Cruiser was designed to appeal to the mass market, and emerged as a high-end,
luxury SUV--much to the dismay of die-hard off-roaders, who thought the Land Cruiser was
losing some of its original intent. Today, the Land Cruiser is one of Toyota's most expensive
vehicles, and includes all the amenities one would expect in a luxury car while still remaining a
capable off-road vehicle. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Toyota Land Cruiser. Email me price drops and new listings
for these results. Best deals first. Private Seller: Tyler. Manvel, TX Message Seller. CarGurus
Pay. Private Seller: Tate. Negotiable 1, mi. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Mirwais. Houston, TX
Message Seller. Read more. Fred Haas Toyota World. Gullo Toyota of Conroe. Toyota Land
Cruiser Reviews Review. People trash the fuel economy, but its no different than any other full
size vehicles Toyota offers. Its a old school v8, I dont expect 25mpg. Overall, awesome vehicle
that Has many more electronic bells and whistles than my model LC. Just hope it is as
dependable and durable as the first one. I dont buy new, just quality. Best sub ever built. My
with k miles still drives like new and is always reliable. Use it to tow Land Rovers to the junk
yard. Why Use CarGurus? Toyota dealers in Houston TX. Toyota dealers in Katy TX. Toyota
dealers in Conroe TX. Toyota dealers in Galveston TX. Toyota dealers in Huntsville TX. Toyota
dealers in Beaumont TX. Toyota dealers in Bryan TX. Toyota dealers in Lufkin TX. Toyota
dealers in Victoria TX. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The
dealer went above and beyond, and best of all, he was up front and honest about the vehicle.
Very impressed and, judging from from this experience, I would recommend this dealership.
Josh contacted me and was very helpful, I was planning to buy the car, but someone beat me to
it. The price was right. Everything was as described. Sales person was very friendly. A very
good experience. I will return for future auto dealings. Very helpful , very professional, very
honest.. I would highly recommend this dealership.. They told 3 different stories about why the
car was not on the lot then gave me a deal sheet including repair costs they made to vehicle
Great job! Worked with Rob and met the manager Sherry, both were great and made me feel
comfortable. Purchased the vehicle within a week of the test drive! The whole process was
quick and easy Jason Hawkins was my salesman and he was very informative. Would definitely
buy here again Professional staff and great service! Camry XSE Was clean and very nice!! I was
able to process the entire deal in less than 45 minutes. Fast response great customer service.
Mitch was awesome with helping me get in this jeep. Definitely would buy from them again. I
had a wonderful experience at Toyota of Surprise. Victor helped me out and was very helpful,
courteous, and kind throughout my car buying process. I would definitely return here to
purchase another vehicle! Excellent experience and staff. Better deal than I expected and I love
the car. Non forceful sales approach. I went to two other dealerships and was back at IoP within
24 hours simply because of the customer service. Thanks guys! Spoke to a gentleman named
Ralph , real nice guy , very professional and knowledgeable but I got a different car. Great
service. Very friendly. They all work together to grt you best deal, best price, the right car and
the best rate. Great communication and provided very helpful information about the Genesis G
Would recommend this dealership, great customer service. The truck I was going to get I put
down and they sold the truck I will not go back there or refer anyone. Great salesman, Owner
was fantasic! Were very happy with the truck we purchased here and would highly recommend
them! Think I,g about one of the vehicles at the dealership? Go for it, you won't regret it! The
Toyota Land Cruiser has a long and venerable history. Orginally designed for military use, they
arrived in the U. However, it is still Toyota's best vehicle for off-road use. The first generation of
Land Cruisers were sold for nearly 20 years. Rugged and utilitarian, they were geared towards
off-roading enthusiasts, who enjoyed pushing their TLCs to the limit. Thus, the next generation

of TLCs included creature comforts like air conditioning and disc brakes. At the next redesign,
in , the Land Cruiser was designed to appeal to the mass market, and emerged as a high-end,
luxury SUV--much to the dismay of die-hard off-roaders, who thought the Land Cruiser was
losing some of its original intent. Today, the Land Cruiser is one of Toyota's most expensive
vehicles, and includes all the amenities one would expect in a luxury car while still remaining a
capable off-road vehicle. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota Land Cruiser listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Image Not Available. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Read more. Toyota Land Cruiser Reviews
Review. People trash the fuel economy, but its no different than any other full size vehicles
Toyota offers. Its a old school v8, I dont expect 25mpg. Overall, awesome vehicle that Has many
more electronic bells and whistles than my model LC. Just hope it is as dependable and durable
as the first one. I dont buy new, just quality. Best sub ever built. My with k miles still drives like
new and is always reliable. Use it to tow Land Rovers to the junk yard. Why Use CarGurus?
Toyota dealers in Atlanta GA. Toyota dealers in Chicago IL. Toyota dealers in Dallas TX. Toyota
dealers in Houston TX. Toyota dealers in Los Angeles CA. Toyota dealers in Miami FL. Toyota
dealers in New York NY. Toyota dealers in Philadelphia PA. Toyota dealers in Washington DC.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. End up buying the car!
Ricky Abram provided a great car buying experience and his genuine personality has earned
him a customer for my next car purchase. This dealership sold this car the night before my test
drive. Needless to say I was very disappointed! Audi Plano was quick, easy, and provided a
great price from start to finish. No haggling is a smart way to do business, especialy if the
vehicle you want is already priced well. He took his time to give me the details I was wanting. I
had a great car purchase experience with Omar. He happened to answer the phone when I
called to inquire about a test drive. I was ready to buy with cash in hand totally appreciate the
no pressure sales process. I love my new vehicle! Thank you. A few hours before the
appointment, Mr. He never contacted me again. After we bought a van from Nationstar, we ran
into an issue with the vehicle, but Shane and Shad went well above and beyond to make sure
that we were happy with the end result. I would highly recommend them! Car had auxiliary
battery malfunction warning. Started asking me why I came over to waste my time. It was
disgusting. Car was smoked in - not ready to show - dealer tried to sell me on the fact if I bought
it they could get the smoke smell out. They were great, I ended up buying a higher trim from
another dealer but I wish I could have bought it from them. They sent me a short video of the car
before I went to see them. The cars I looked at were very clean and well kept. Very professional
and polite service. Chaudhry Bilal Was the best! I hope Eldorado knows what they have by
having Chaudhry Bilal on their team! I will be a returning customer as long as Chaudhry Bilal is
there! We had an appointment set up but the vehicles battery was dead and we couldn't even
test drive it. The Toyota Land Cruiser has a long and venerable history. Orginally designed for
military use, they arrived in the U. However, it is still Toyota's best vehicle for off-road use. The
first generation of Land Cruisers were sold for nearly 20 years. Rugged and utilitarian, they were
geared towards off-roading enthusiasts, who enjoyed pushing their TLCs to the limit. Thus, the
next generation of TLCs included creature comforts like air conditioning and disc brakes. At the
next redesign, in , the Land Cruiser was designed to appeal to the mass market, and emerged as
a high-end, luxury SUV--much to the dismay of die-hard off-roaders, who thought the Land
Cruiser was losing some of its original intent. Today, the Land Cruiser is one of Toyota's most
expensive vehicles, and includes all the amenities one would expect in a luxury car while still
remaining a capable off-road vehicle. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Toyota Land Cruiser. Email me price

drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Toyota
Dealer. Read more. Pat Lobb Toyota of McKinney. Freeman Toyota. Toyota Land Cruiser
Reviews Review. People trash the fuel economy, but its no different than any other full size
vehicles Toyota offers. Its a old school v8, I dont expect 25mpg. Overall, awesome vehicle that
Has many more electronic bells and whistles than my model LC. Just hope it is as dependable
and durable as the first one. I dont buy new, just quality. Best sub ever built. My with k miles
still drives like new and is always reliable. Use it to tow Land Rovers to the junk yard. Why Use
CarGurus? Toyota dealers in Dallas TX. Toyota dealers in McKinney TX. Toyota dealers in Fort
Worth TX. Toyota dealers in Denton TX. Toyota dealers in Greenville TX. Toyota dealers in
Corsicana TX. Toyota dealers in Weatherford TX. Toyota dealers in Waco TX. Toyota dealers in
Tyler TX. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Ken Ganley
contacted me right away. I waited too long to contact them because they were a little further
away from my home than i wanted them to be. They did a good job with more than one follow
thru. I'm a Honda girl, so I went with reservations. Car looked and handled better than I
imagined. Robert the salesman was very patient and attentive. Love, love my Toyota. They were
friendly, helpful, and worked with me to try to adjust the price. Ultimstrly I chose a car from
anothet Dealer eith different features. Traded in my gmc Sierra for a Subaru wrx and absolutely
love it. Dan my salesman helped me out greatly over the phone and took care of everything
before I even got there. Phil was also extremely friendly and helpful through the process. Very
nice dealership and great people. They were very helpful and went beyond my expectations. I
would recommend them to anyone considering the purchase of a car. Phenomenal
communication and follow up. Best in Columbus area, and military friendly. Professional staff
and great service! Camry XSE Was clean and very nice!! I was able to process the entire deal in
less than 45 minutes. I like this dealership. I bought two vehicles here. Did my research
communicated by email and then went and checked out vehicle. Purchases made. Hope to buy
my third vehicle through Wills as it's close to where I live and I like the dealership and staff. It
was very good experience. Chad was our salesman and he did an awesome job. We will return
to Will's for our next purchace and Chad will be the person we deal with!!! Hank responded to
my questions instantly. Very friendly and informative and NOT pushy. I felt he was very honest
and not trying to pull anything over my head. I would definitely recommend doing business with
this dealership. Great professional staff, very friendly and engaging. Had a nice selections of
cars and crossovers. Will refer friends, family and colleagues. Yes it was very pleasurable
working with Scott very knowledgeable very accommodating easy to talk with and doesn't put
pressure on you it doesn't get any better than that my experience was fantastic I highly
recommend Scott to work with you. Experience was pleasant. We actually bought a different car
and they worked with us to get us a deal we were happy with. Turn around time was decent.
Wonderful experience!! I spoke on the phone with Shane and he FaceTimed me so I could get a
close look at the exterior and interior. They even held the car for me until I could drive there to
pick it up. They secured my financing and the car was every bit as nice as I was told. I was
going to purchase out of stateâ€¦ And the staff there were very friendly and went over the
procedures with me. They sold the van to someone else but was told upfront there was another
offer. They were fair. They sent me metallic silver because of the price point. Very prompt. Nice
to stay within customer parameters for most part I ended Up not being able to purchase this
vehicle from Ball Toyota personal financial reasons , but their employees were wonderful! I was
Contacted within minutes of showing interest in this vehicle. Their salesman offered me so
much information and support during my search for a vehicle. I highly Recommend this dealer
to anyone in search of a great vehicle and a great buying experience! Could believe how quickly
he called me back once I submitted interest in the truck. Literally within minutes. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Toyota Land Cruiser listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Lowest price first. Image Not Available. New Toyota Land
Cruiser. CarGurus User. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus?
Toyota dealers in Atlanta GA. Toyota dealers in Chicago IL. Toyota dealers in Dallas TX. Toyota
dealers in Houston TX. Toyota dealers in Los Angeles CA. Toyota dealers in Miami FL. Toyota
dealers in New York NY. Toyota dealers in Philadelphia PA. Toyota dealers in Washington DC.

Toyota Land Cruiser For Sale. We are looking into purchasing an older land cruiser between the
years of We can't find safety rating for cars this old and are wondering how safe they are. We
will have our kids in the When I start in the morning for the first time, the crank of the vehicle is
normal like seconds, but after I bought a Toyota Land Cruiser during this last year, but I just
heard that Toyota will be discontinuing that car starting in I've know Land Cruisers maintain
their resale value pretty we Battery light and filter light blink when car is running. New batteries
2 and water drained from filter one year ago. The Toyota Land Cruiser has a long and venerable
history. Orginally designed for military use, they arrived in the U. However, it is still Toyota's
best vehicle for off-road use. The first generation of Land Cruisers were sold for nearly 20 years.
Rugged and utilitarian, they were geared towards off-roading enthusiasts, who enjoyed pushing
their TLCs to the limit. Thus, the next generation of TLCs included creature comforts like air
conditioning and disc brakes. At the next redesign, in , the Land Cruiser was designed to appeal
to the mass market, and emerged as a high-end, luxury SUV--much to the dismay of die-hard
off-roaders, who thought the Land Cruiser was losing some of its original intent. Today, the
Land Cruiser is one of Toyota's most expensive vehicles, and includes all the amenities one
would expect in a luxury car while still remaining a capable off-road vehicle. Toyota Land
Cruiser Model Overview. New Toyota Land Cruiser. The Toyota Land Cruiser has been
announced, but it is not yet available for purchase. Start a new Toyota Land Cruiser question.
Updated Dec 3, by Anonymous. Toyota Land Cruiser Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Select Year Browse Questions. Favorite Favorite. Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Great job! Worked with Rob and met the
manager Sherry, both were great and made me feel comfortable. Purchased the vehicle within a
week of the test drive! The whole process was quick and easy Jason Hawkins was my salesman
and he was very informative. Would definitely buy here again Professional staff and great
service! Camry XSE Was clean and very nice!! I was able to process the entire deal in less than
45 minutes. I had a wonderful experience at Toyota of Surprise. Victor helped me out and was
very helpful, courteous, and kind throughout my car buying process. I would definitely return
here to purchase another vehicle! Spoke to a gentleman named Ralph , real nice guy , very
professional and knowledgeable but I got a different car. Great service. Very friendly. They all
work together to grt you best deal, best price, the right car and the best rate. Great
communication and provided very helpful information about the Genesis G Would recommend
this dealership, great customer service. My husband and I spent about 4 hours in this place, and
we came home with the car we wanted. They work fast and efficient. It was a good experience. I
made an offer, but only response was to call dealership. They did tell me when it sold, but again,
no counter offer or acknowledgment of my offer I was promised a return phone call and pictures
and never received one. Reached out to someone else was also promised and never followed
up with me. Subsequently sent multiple emails and phone calls and never heard back from
anyone only to find out the next day they sold the vehicle to someone else. Great inventory, no
pressure sales and no tricks Truck was honestly presented and they were great to work with.
Definitely recommend them! Excellent response time. Excellent online support from Barry Fox
and James Haas. James even prepared a personalized video of the truck to help us understand
the condition and details about the vehicle. I would not hesitate to refer anyone to this
dealership. Great deal. Very transparent and knowledgeable Highly recommend. Very fair on
price too. I had such a good experience. Overall experience excellent. Myron communicated
clearly, quickly and always straight forward. I highly recommend contacting him if you have a
complicated situation and want to be treated great! At first I got fast responses, then none at all.
Give my number for the second time and received a message that him or an associate will try
back. I tried back and was on hold for 10min each time. All I wanted to do was buy a car. No
financing, paying cash. Thank you for your time. No complaints. The salesmen were quick to
respond and answered all of my questions. The finance manager was impatient. I felt like we
were a bother and not a customer. We love the car, but not thrilled with the dealership. Ended
up with a brand new se with a much lower interest rate than capitol one had me set up with. The
guys over at thomasville toyota know everything there is to know about getting you in a car and
saving you money. There's a reason the G. Its because you being happy is his priority.
Courteous, friendly and very professional. Our sales associate was a delight to meet and he did
a marvelous job presenting options tgat would help in my buying experience. I will do business
in the future with them. Some shoppers might assume Toyota has little experience with luxury,
but the Land Cruiser is an exception. It offers old-school luxury, rather than new. The Land
Cruiser carries over with few changes from its most recent redesign in and refresh in The
hulking Land Cruiser has a massive footprint, long and wide. A huge grille dominates the front
end, flanked by LED lighting and topped by a sculpted hood. The rear features a split tailgate
and chrome detailing. One powertrain is available in the Land Cruiser, but it should satisfy your

needs. This 5. The Land Cruiser includes a full-time 4-wheel-drive 4WD system, making it one of
the most formidable off-roaders in the class. It boasts a tow rating of up to 8, pounds when
properly equipped. With all that in mind, it should be no surprise that feeding the Land Cruiser
will get pricey. EPA ratings come in at 13 mpg city, 18 highway, and 15 combined. Three rows of
seating accommodate eight passengers. Adults will be comfortable in the first and second
rows, but will probably find inadequate legroom in the back seats. The sole trim level includes a
power moonroof, leather upholstery, heated and ventilated front seats, reclining and heated
second-row seats, a heated steering wheel, remote keyless entry, push-button start, LED accent
lights, wireless device charging, and a cooled center console. A rear-row entertainment system
is the only standalone interior upgrade. A 9-inch touchscreen display hosts the easy-to-use
Entune infotainment system. The Toyota Safety Sense P package, also included, has automatic
high beams, radar cruise control, lane-departure alert with sway warning, and pre-collision with
pedestrian detection. The Safety Connect telematics system includes emergency assistance
and automatic-collision notification. If you are shopping for a large SUV with plenty of power
and all-terrain capability, the Land Cruiser should be on your list. We'll help
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you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Toyota Land Cruiser listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Authorized
Toyota Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?

